Scaffolds and Supports
Comprehensive Courses

Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses
•

Make on-grade-level content accessible to diverse learners

•

Increase support and scaffolds for ELs and struggling learners as they engage with on-gradelevel content

•

Maintain the rigor of the standards

•

Increase student performance

Proven Pedagogy
Apex Learning digital curriculum is based on time-tested pedagogical principles:
•

Create curriculum from the standards

•

Create an anticipatory set with familiar context to prepare students for new concepts

•

Provide focused instruction using teaching strategies such as guided-inquiry and direct instruction

•

Engage in practice and application to clarify and deepen conceptual understanding and mastery

•

Assess progress throughout instruction with assessments that provide formative feedback

•

Remediate where necessary

•

Provide summative assessment with objective and open-ended instruments

Multiple Pathways for More Learning
Address the needs of all students through personalized pathways, from building foundational skills to
opportunities for advanced coursework.

Support for All Students
Embedded scaffolding delivers instruction in manageable chunks, while enhanced supports and
interactive tools provide opt-in assistance.
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Active Reading Strategies
Enhanced support for English learners and struggling readers reduce reading load through added
contextual and comprehension supports to increase retention and deepen understanding.
Context Videos
A significant evolution in our approach to supporting
students within reading assignments appears in
Anchor text reading activities. We introduce each
Anchor text with a contextual video that prepares
students for what they’re about to read, increasing
engagement and comprehension of readings.

Close-reader Assistance
Opt-in interactive text support allows students to access vocabulary, background information, images,
and context. Embedded comprehension checkpoints ensure students understand what they’re reading.
Additional rollover support within Study
activities help struggling students grasp
skills and concepts more easily.
Reading guides support analysis and
strategic thinking.
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Text to Speech and Translation
Embedded text-to-speech and translation provides the language support that helps struggling students,
especially English language learners and below-proficient readers, exactly when they need it to help them
comprehend what they’re reading and develop reading fluency. Translate a
page or selected text in over 16 languages.

Audio for Anchor readings
Audio support, in the form of human voice recordings model phrasing, intonation, and voice inflection.
Each lesson has two reading activities, an Anchor reading and a Supporting reading.
The Anchor reading is the primary reading
for the lesson.
Supporting readings predominantly focus
on informational texts and provide context
or thematically related material to the
Anchor text.

Active Reading Examples - English 9
1.1.4 Utilize close reading support for definitions, context, and other information to help understand the
reading. Opt-in comprehension checkpoints offer a high level of engagement and support. Human audio and
opt-in interactive text allow access to vocabulary support, background information, images, and context.
4.1.1 Learn eight Reading Strategies before learning to monitor reading. Students are offered guidelines for
self-monitoring when they read as well as strategies to resolve potential confusion.
4.3.1 Extended reading analysis makes thematically complex reading accessible. First, students recall a time
when their mind and body were in conflict to better relate to Gregor Samsa’s dilemma. On the second page,
students “Read and Respond”, another layer of close reading and comprehension support. On pages 3-7
support cards offer interactive reading comprehension support and checks for understanding.
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Writing Assignment Supports
•

Writing Guides organize and develop writing with step by step guidance

•

Checklists focus students on writing criteria: completion, content, organization, and style.

•

Interactive sample writing passages are used as examples to support students writing a draft.

•

Interactive rubrics allow revision writing based on specific grading criterion. Students evaluate and
revise writing using these interactive rubrics. Once revisions are complete, they submit their work.

Writing Support Examples- English 9
2.3.9- Identify weaknesses and errors in a sample essay. The assignment sheet includes a scoring rubric and
Tips for Success. After students read and revise the sample essay, they work with sections of the rubric to
maximize the number of revisions they’re able to locate and fix.
4.1.10- The writing assignment includes a stepped-out checklist and interactive rubric.
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Model Assessment through Review
Test preparation skills and strategies are reviewed throughout the course.

Review activities offer practice prior to summative assessment. Formative feedback guides students and
directs them to activities that fortify understanding of concepts.

Vocabulary Review
Interactives support academic vocabulary development.
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Key Term definitions are available within the context of the instruction and in student resources.

Assessment Prep - English 9
Test Prep Skills: 1.4.1 – Wording in Test Questions, 2.4.1 – Multiple Choice Question Strategies 3.4.1 – ShortAnswer and Essay Questions, 4.4.1 – Study Habits, 6.4.1 – Being Emotionally and Physically Prepared, 7. 4.1 –
Passage-based Questions
Review activities- located in each unit prior to summative assessment.
Vocabulary Review- Review key terms and definitions prior to quizzes and tests.

Getting Support
To access online help at any time, sign in to Apex Learning and click Help in the main menu. Apex
Learning Support
•
•
•
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